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Goodbye to the Moon

-Monica Hughes

1. Word Chart :

Word                            Synonym                     Antonym

a)Glided              moved away smoothly                   ---

b)Orbit                path followed by a planet              ---

                             or satellite 

c)Aisle                passage between two rows             ---

                             of seats

d)Incas                people from an ancient                   ---

                            civilization in Central America 

e)Ferry                 a vehicle that carries people          ---

f)Accompany     to go with                                          ---

g)Surface             the outside layer of something     ---

h)Familiar             known                                              unfamiliar

i)Magnificent      splendid                                            ---

j)Recognize         to identify                                        ---

k)Gasped              took a quick deep breath               ---

l)Distinct           clear                                                 indistinct

2. Important questions with their answers  :  
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a) How was the Earth ferry?

Ans: The Earth ferry was a vehicle that carried people from 

Earth for the Moon safari. It was magnificent and three times

as big as the Moon ferry.

b) Why was water precious on Moon?

Ans: There was scarcity of water on the Moon. It was harder 

to get than oxygen. They had to pay for every ounce of it. So 

water was very precious on Moon.

c) Why was Kepler feeling unwell?

Ans: Kepler could not bear the weight difference. He weighed

six times his normal weight. So he was feeling unwell after 

entering into the Earth’s orbit.

d)   Why did the Moon appear small to Kepler from the space 

station?

Ans: The sunlight crept slowly across the surface of the 

Moon. The night was going to be over. So the Moon 

appeared to be small to Kepler.

e) Why did the Governor say, “ It is good to be back on Earth 

“?

Ans: The Governor said so as all his cultural ties were with 

the Earth.

f) How according to Kepler’s father could the differences 

between the people of the Earth and the Moon be resolved?
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Ans: According to Kepler's father, the differences between 

the Earth and the Moon people could be resolved in a 

friendly manner, with a clear understanding of the problem. 

g) How is Kepler’s father attached to the Moon?

Ans: Kepler was born on the Moon. Kepler’s mother was 

buried there. Kepler’s father works there. So Moon is his 

home. In this way, Kepler’s father is attached to the Moon. 

h) Why did Kepler feel that Earth would certainly be fun?

Ans: When they went towards the landing pad, Kepler did 

not put on his space suit. The Sun was then gently warm. It 

appeared to Kepler to be strange being outside without a 

space suit. So Kepler felt Earth would certainly be fun.

3. Questions that need to be practised in literature copy:

a) What do you mean by a space station?

b) What do you mean by expedition?

c) Whose excited voices did Kepler hear?

d) What did Kepler see as their ferry entered into the Earth’s 

orbit?

e) What led Kepler’s father to help him as they landed?

4. Fill in the chart with information from the text:

Cause                                      l                            Effect 

a)________________          l  the Governor went right away 

                                                    after he was called. 

b)________________         l  Kepler practised walking down
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                                                    the aisle.

c) Kepler was not wearing l __________________________

a space suit.                          

N.B – 1) Remember to write all the questions answers in your

literature copy. 

           2) In case if you do not understand any part or 

anything, mention it in the comment section below. 

            3) Do not forget to mention your name, class, section, 

roll number. 

            4) Include your contact number in case we need to call

you.

The video clip of this chapter “ Goodbye to the Moon “ will 

be given along with the study material.  

                                             Keep Safe.
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